ENGINEERING/MANUFACTURING
TRANSLATIONS

From technical specifications to application software and user guides to product brochures,
Commit Global has helped numerous clients with the localization of their engineering and
technical documentation and software. For the past two decades, we are providing translation
and localization services for industry leaders in the agricultural, automotive and engineering
sector and our clients rely on us for quick turnarounds and high quality technical translations.

PRECISE TRANSLATIONS

ON TIME DELIVERY

Terminology is the biggest challenge for
linguists involved in technical translations. Our experienced linguists will
search and find the suitable terms to
properly convey the meaning of your
content and carry your message across all
languages to reach your existing and new
clients.

Commit Global understands the tight deadlines and the challenges involved in the launch
of a new product and this is why we are able
to respond immediately to urgent requests,
provide rush services at competitive rates and
deliver accurate translations on short notice
without compromising quality.

THE RIGHT TOOLS
Commit Global uses industry-leading translation/localization and project/workflow management tools that drive down costs, increase
accuracy, reduce human error and preserve
language assets for future use.

EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE
Our expertise, responsiveness and flexibility
ensure precise and professional project management. Our teams consist of project coordinators, project managers and linguists that
have been trained, working and acquiring
experience in the Engineering/Manufacturing field and are able to deeply understand
the linguistic issues and complex terminology of your projects. Also, Commit Global is
certified according to ISO 9001, 17100, 13485
and 27001, applying strict QA procedures
during everyday work.

CONSISTENCY
When it comes to technical documentation,
consistency is vital. Commit Global localizes your
user manual, software and marketing content
ensuring consistency and helping you maintain a
reliable corporate image.

SUBJECT MATTER EXPERTS
Because of the highly specialized nature of
technical documents, Commit Global only
uses native, experienced and professional
translators to fully meet our client’s most complex translation needs. After careful screening,
we choose linguists whose expertise matches
your type of content to meet the strict linguistic requirements of the industry.

PROJECT EXPERTISE
• Agriculture
• Automotive
• Industrial Automation
• Electrical & Electronic Engineering
• Heavy Machinery
• Construction
• Energy & Wind Technologies
• Manufacturing

www.commit-global.com

